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Review of Recent Work of THE OPEN COURT.
PHILOSOPHY.
Hedonism and Asceticism. Editor No. 81
Philosophy has two aspects. Of these, ethics forms the prac-
tical aspect, and, a systematic conception of the universe, the
theoretical. Philosophy and ethics go together ; fallacy in the one
leads to corruption in the other. Materialism will logically end in
hedonism or utilitarianism, for it places the object of life in mate-
rial well-being, in happiness ; Spiritualism will lead to asceticism,
a renunciation of the pleasures of the world. Monism rejects both
views ; it sees the purpose of existence in progress, in the constant
aspiration after something higher and nobler.
HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL.
The Discovery of the Veda.—The Interpretation
OF the Hindu Epic. H. Oldeneerg. .Nos. 84 and 85
Prof. Oldenberg is one of the most eminent Sanskrit scholars
of the present day. He tells us in popular language the story of
the origin, growth, and present state of Sanskrit research. The
discovery of the Veda, which forms the subject of the paper pub-
lished in No. 84, must be accounted the most important ac-
quisition to science ever made through any one branch of oriental
enquiry. The results of investigation in this department have re-
constructed the foundations of comparative history, philology,
philosophy, and religion. Through the untiring efforts of great
scholars, a new world, a new literature, a new and strange people
have been revealed to us.
DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data of experience are perceptions.
Reality is the sum total of all that is.
Truth is the conformity of cognition to reality.
[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute) is impossible. Reality is properly called IFirk-
liclikeit in German, derived from wirkeii, to take effect. Reality is
not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-
ness of things in their relations. Reality therefore implies not
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also. E.xistence
and its manifestation are not two different things ; both are one.
The idea of something absolutely Unknowable is therefore also
untenable; it would imply the existence of an object whose ex-
istence is not manifested i. e., existence without reality; Sein
ohne WirkHchkeit—which is a contradiction, an impossibility.]
Science is the search for truth.
The nature of science is the economy of thought. (Mnck.)
Economy of thought is possible through application of the
laws of form to thought.
Knowledge is the possession of certain truths
[Knowledge is, so to say, the present stock or capital with
which Science works. Science cannot exist without knowledge.
The object of Science is not only to increase and enlarge knowl-
edge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vague-
ness, errors, and misconceptions.
The purpose of knowledge is that of increasing our power over
nature.]
Monism is that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of All-
existence, and the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,
as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All.
Religion is man's aspiration to be in harmony with the All.
[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of The
Open Court, but all definitions that have been presented are in
strict agreement. Mr. Hegeler in No. 25, defines Religion as
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lu-
theran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more compre-
hensive word The All). The editor has defined Religion as
"man's consciousness of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as "Das
Allgefuhl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves
him as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]
Morals are man's conduct in so far as it is in unison with the All.
[The basis of morality is religion. A moral educator or
preacher may justly be asked, "On what authority dost thou jus-
tify thy precepts? " And he will tell us that his authority is not
personal; he speaks in the name of universal order. Accordingly
his authority is that of religion. If it were not so, all his good
precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful dreams that have no reality.]
Ethics is the Science of Morals ; it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison
with the All.
Natural history and the history of mankind prove that here on
earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
of existence.
Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All.
;. t'. , those which enhance progress, and morally liad a.re those
which are not in harmony with the All, /. c , those which retard or
prevent progress.
[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has
naturally produced many superstitious notions in the world, of its
origin, and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality. But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that sci-
ence as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other. If religion
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
either the one or the other is wrong. The history of the human
mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
religion and science. Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
and re-adjusted.
The unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for
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THE TRANSIENT AND THE PERMANENT IN
THEODORE PARKER.
A DISCOURSE AT THE DISSOLUTION OF HIS SOCIETY, FEB 3, i88g.
BV MONCURE D. CONWAY.
Ne.^rlv forty-eight years have passed since Theo-
dore Parker gave his sermon, now historic, on " The
Transient and the Permanent in Christianity." An oc-
casion has now arrived which renders it fitting and
reverent to estimate the transient and the permanent
in his own teaching. For the honored Twenty-eighth
Congregational Society now rests from its isolated la-
bors, twenty-nine years after its founder rested from his.
The Society, sometimes known as the Fraternity,
makes over this Memorial of its founder to another
fraternity,—the Benevolent Fraternity of Churches.
The two fraternities were born of the same spiritual
mother, though they have been late in discovering the
fact. In 1838, Emerson gave his great address before
the graduates of Divinity College, Cambridge. Theo-
dore Parker, then twenty-eight, wrote in his journal:
"Sunday, July 15, 1838. Proceeded to Cambridge to hear
the valedictory sermon by Mr. Emerson. * * * So beautiful, so
just, so true, and terribly sublim? was his picture of the faults of
the church in its present position. My soul is roused, and this week
I shall write the lo^g-meditated sermon on the state of the church
and the duties of these times."
That was the inception of what was presently
called " Parkerism." But about the same time another
soul was roused,—that of Channing. The Unitarian
apostle wrote: " I would that I could look to Unita-
rianism with more hope." He complained of a want
of vitality and force which gave but little hope of its
accomplishing much under its existing auspices and
form.
Channing's eloquent emphasis on the moral and
humanitarian side of Unitarianism alarmed theologians,
but it impressed the congregations. An association of
individuals was formed; it cooperated with the min-
istries-at large of various churches; and all these were
incorporated, just fifty years ago, as the Benevolent
Fraternity of Churches. Its object, as stated in the
Act (^Feb. 16, 1839), '^^s "the moral and religious in-
struction of the poor in the City of Boston."
The religion which had been rationalized for schol-
ars was now to be humanized for the poor. Soon after
the voice of Theodore Parker was heard in the land.
It was not yet especially humanitarian ; it was theo-
logical.
Rumors sped abroad of a wolf in sheep's clothing
prowling after sheep; and one of the early acts of the
Fraternity was to request its ministers not to exchange
pulpits with Parker,—a request disregarded by John
Sargent and James Freeman Clarke, in the interest
of intellectual liberty.
The fears of the Benevolent Fraternity were tran-
sient ; their moral earnestness was permanent. Re-
garded only as a gesture, the Benevolent Fraternity
was prophetic of a movement now general ; and one of
its prophets, however unrecognized, was Theodore
Parker. In an early sermon he said:
"Jesus goes out to that despised class of men, and says, He
came to seek and save them. Was that a small thing ? Even to-
day, in democratic Boston, to be a minister to the poor is a
reproach. He is esteemed the most fortunate minister who is
ministered unto, and not who ministers.
'
' The man who in Boston gathers crowds of men from the com-
mon walks of life— what is he ciUed? 'A preacher to the
rabble,'—that is the ecclesiastical title."
The instruction of the incorporated Fraternity was
not to be ecclesiastical or doctrinal; but simply " moral
and religious." The Act reads as if Parker had writ-
ten it.
I have heard that two members of a German peas-
ant family, named Klein, emigrated at different times
to this country, where they could not find each other.
One translated his name, Klein, Small; the other
translated his Klein, Little. Small and Little lived in
the same street for fifty years, and only discovered
that they were brothers when their old mother in
Germany left a little money to be divided between
them if they could be found. I shall leave you to
apply the story to the two Boston Fraternities now
amicably adjusting possessions bequeathed by that
maternal liberalism of which they were offspring.
I do not propose to dwell on the history, so familiar,
or accessible, of Parker's thorny pilgrimage to the
painful prominence he reached as the heretic of her-
etics.
Unitarianism began as a textual protest. It had
.discovered that a Trinity was not taught in the Bible.
But in the course of a long controversy, and by the
larger culture it promoted, Unitarianism hatched a
brood which needed a new element.
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The orthodox pointed to the heretical tendencies
as the fulfilment of their warnings. " We told you
so ! " When Francis Newman was a young clergy-
man, and first questioned an article, his brother, now
Cardinal Newman, said, " Take care ! if you go so far
you will go farther." Francis answered, "When I see
farther I will go farther." But that kind of courage
cannot be expected of a whole church, which must
carry along the slow with the swift.
The Unitarians denied with indignation that their
new doctrines tended to general rationalism ; and when
their Divinity School began to send forth restless ad-
venturers into seas guarded by Calvinistic chimasras,
such were repudiated.
There was a sort of panic, in which some Unita-
rians for a time reversed the principles of toleration
they had pleaded in the days of their own persecution.
It was partly due to the outbreak of so-called atheism.
In 1834, Abner Kneeland wrote: " Universalists
believe in a God, which I do not, but believe that their
God with all his moral attributes (aside from nature
itself) is nothing more than a chimaera of their own
imagination." .
After four years he was sentenced to two months
imprisonment, and served out that last penalty of
moribund bigotry, despite the protest of Channing.
By his disregarded petition to the Governor for Knee-
land's release Channing and his friends had suffered.
They had made Kneeland himself the chimera dire of
Unitarianism.
Even Parker was not without his chimaera; and he
declined to attend a Thomas Paine banquet, though
Paine was only a premature Parkerite,—like himself
an earnest believer in God and immortality. In short,
as Paine said in the struggle for our national inde-
pendence, so now, in the struggle for spiritual liberty,
these were the times that tried men's souls. The won-
der is not that so many were found wanting but that
so many proved equal to the occasion.
It was in the thick of this revolution that Parker
delivered his discourse on " The Transient and the
Permanent in Christianity." The theme of it was that
the spirit of truth and righteousness, which Chris-
tianity represented, naturally took its garb from the
age in which it was born, or the ages through which
it passed ; that it was invested with the legends, rites,
and speculations rife among those who successively
had charge of it; that these investitures of it must
necessarily be as transient as other speculations of the
uncritical times in which they were woven. New sci-
ences, races, aims, must weave new raiment for it.
But through all changes, Christianity, summing up as
_
it did the religion of love to God and man, belief in
the All-perfect and immortality, would prove the ab-
solute religion which would never pass away.
The power and poetic beauty of the discourse were
never surpassed by Parker. But one wonders at the
reign of terror. It is all so simple. The new Jerusa-
lem still rests on transparent glass.
Channing was troubled not to find belief in mira-
cles expressed in it, but he wrote :
"Let the full heart pour itself forth! Give my love to Mr.
Parker."
The more logical brain of Gannett saw the inevi-
table next step before Parker himself saw it ; and when
the new thinker had presently rejected the miracles
also he was ably answered.
Dr. Gannett did not lose his head ; it was due to
his inflexible justice that Parker was not excommuni-
cated. He declared that Parker was a believer and
preacher of Christian truths, but was destroying the
historical evidence, the only evidence of those truths.
They survived in him from the evidence he once be-
lieved, but those who followed him, being without the
evidence, would not believe the truths.
This position was not met by the transcendental
appeals to an inner oracle. Parker said the truth of
the .message does not depend on the authority of the
messenger; the truth of geometry does not depend on
the authority of Euclid. Geometry, however, was a
thing that all might verify ; divine fatherhood, life
after death could not be verified unless by some his-
torical evidence, except for those whose inner oracle
responded. They were discredited by Abner Knee-
land, for instance, who had been an orthodox, then a
universalist preacher, had travelled somew'hat the same
road as Parker, and seemed to be an " awful example "
of the landing-place to which the new views tended.
Of all this Parker was unconscious. He wept over
the criticisms, but never admitted their force. This
phenomenal fact is explicable only by another which
his opponents did not appreciate ; namely, that his
mind was not skeptical, not negative, but essentially
constructive. Only after he was dead, and his biog-
raphy by John Weiss had appeared, was this realized.
Then it was that his great, but always fair, antagonist.
Dr. Gannett, wrote on Theodore Parker the true ver-
dict:
"He was a very learned man, and a tender, true-hearted
man, honest and thorough."
The whole source of Parker's heresies is in that
sentence. Because Parker was a very learned man,
he could not accept statements which criticism and
scholarship had to him proved erroneous ; because he
was tender and true-hearted, he rejected traditional
conceptions which to him showed God heartless; be-
cause he was honest, he spoke out what he believed.
Beyond his heart-heresy, and his veracity in aban-
doning proven errors, Parker was a great believer.
There is sufficient reason for the favor now shown for
1
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his writings by those who once resisted him. He was
building the fortresses of their future. Their old mis-
understanding need not be wondered at. Nay, it was
not without its honorable side. It is an old story of
shepherds watching by night that when the glory of
the Lord shone round about them they were ' sore
afraid.' No doubt they had their flocks at heart; and
no man can now doubt that the watching shepherds of
the last generation dreaded some omen in the new
star, now welcomed by their successors.
And something analogous may be said of Parker's
political radicalism. While Boston " society " dis-
owned him he was yet of all men the most Bostonian.
All the history that led to Boston, and built Boston,
and made this old city a Sinai whose smoke and flame
republished for this land the laws of liberty, were in-
carnate in Theodore Parker.
When Thackeray came to Boston he went first of
all to the Music Hall, to hear Parker, and then to the
preacher's library. Towards the close of his visit, being
with George Ticknor, Thackeray said: "Ticknor, I have
not got into the best Boston circle after all." Ticknor
assured him that he had, and counted up the grand
people he had met. But Thackeray replied : " Still, I
can't have seen the best. No, no ! Why, Prescott tells
me he does not visit Parker."
If Boston did not love Parker, Parker loved Boston.
I remember we had a little fable at the Divinity
School that a Millerite met Emerson and cried, " The
end of the world is at hand." " All the better," said
Emerson, " Man can do well without it." The same
fanatic presently meeting Parker announced the end
of the world. " My good man," said Parker, " that
does not concern me; I live in Boston." The story
tells true. Boston is still learning in his library. In
those bequeathed books is the life-blood of great men
by whom he was fed; but of none nobler than he who
so long gave this people to eat of his own broken
body, and his blood daily shed for them.
Had Theodore Parker been adapted to our time,
he could not have been so adequate to his own.
Near Plymouth, England, I remarked a memorial
to an ancient worthy who built a market-house ; be-
neath it was another memorial, to a later worthy, who
cleared the market-house away and made a highway
for the people. At Plymouth, Massachusetts, we may
find a memorial of worthies who built a creed stonier
than its famous rock, yet did some service in its time
;
and beside their names might be written, with equal
honor, those of the men who pulverized the dogmas
to pave the highroad of progress. High among these
would be the name of Theodore Parker
;
yet none who
know his spirit can doubt that could that faithful man
reappear, and find that his pavement was worn out.
broken, or unequal to new needs, he would lead in the
work of its replacement by a better.
The great teachers, including even Parker him-
self, are yet but heralds of the voice which shall an-
nounce the New World religion. It were faithless to
their spirit to be satisfied with its perishable embodi-
ment.
THE MIGRATIONS OF THE TRIBES OF ISRAEL.*
AN HISTORICAL SKETCH.
BY PROFESSOR CARL HEINRICH CORNILL.
Translated from the German by yvXv.
According to established tradition the people of
Israel were not native in the land that afterwards be-
came their home, but had immigrated from the north-
east of Mesopotamia; a tradition which is all the more
striking in view of the fact that the language spoken
by the people of Israel could only have originated in
Canaan itself. This linguistic difficulty was felt even
in Biblical times, as the remarkable forty-seventh verse
in the thirty-first chapter of the first Book of Moses
testifies : in this verse, which is plainly the product of
a later learned interpretation, "Laban the Aramaean"
calls the stone-wall which Jacob in the Hebrew lan-
guage had called Galeed, " Jegar-Sahadutha," a cor-
rect Aramaean expression.^
According to the familiar tradition of the Hebrew
people itself, its primitive home was in the mountain-
ous tract extending between the left bank of the Tigris
and Lake Van, which separates Mesopotamia from
Armenia and by the Greek geographers is called
Arrhapachitis. (Arphaxad, son of Sem, is the ances-
tor of the Hebrew people— i Moses x. 22-25 > xi. 10).
From the above-mentioned highlands there descended
an emigration of tribes into the fertile plain of Meso-
potamia. (Salah, Arphaxad's son, i Moses x. 24; xi.
12, denotes "emigration," "emission.") They crossed
(Eber, Salah's son, i Moses x. 24; xi. 14, is "crossing,"
"passage") the Tigris, and then they separated, (Peleg,
Eber's son, i Moses x. 25; xi. 16, is "separation,"
"division"); the main body advanced through the
heart of the region and finally settled in and around
the Haran, the Karrhae of the ancients, in the north-
western part of Mesopotamia ; a smaller band, includ-
ing the ancestors of Israel, struck out in the opposite
direction toward the extreme southeast and at Ur, in
Southern Babylonia (i Moses xi. 28, 31), endeavored
to obtain possession of permanent settlements ; still in
the end they preferred to follow the main bod)' of their
kinsmen to Haran (i Moses xi. 31). Here their mi-
gratory instincts awoke once more. Following the
direction of the common high-road of the ancient world
*The value and interest of Prof. CorniU's articles will be greatly in-
creased if read with Bible in hand.—Ed.
+ All Hebrew words and names are given according to the spelling of the
King James Bible.
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between Egypt and Babj'lonia they journtyed still
further toward the southwest (i Moses xii. 4, 5). The
great leader of this tribal migration was Abraham.
The most careful and impartial weighing of all ad-
verse arguments and difficulties has not as yet been
able to shake my faith in the genuine historical au-
thenticity of Abraham ; I regard Abraham as an his-
torical personality in the strictest sense of the word,
as really so as Alaric, the king of the Visigoths, or
Rurik, the prince of the Varangians.
Egypt, perhaps, was the original ultimate goal of
this Abrahamic migration, that same Egypt which
time out of mind had exerted a kind of magic attrac-
tion upon all Semitic tribes, and which probably even
during the very centuries of the Abrahamic emigra-
tion, on repeated occasions, had received, and (not
always willingly) harbored Semitic guests on its fruit-
ful soil. Still, the story purporting to be an account
of Abraham's expedition into Egypt (i Moses xii. 10-
20), is altogether a recent one and purely a luxuriant
outgrowth from the stem of the original tradition. As
a matter of fact the Abrahamic migration remained
in Canaan. One division of this migration, the one per-
sonified in Lot, moved toward the eastern bank of the
Jordan (i Moses xiii. 7-12), where comparatively early
both nationally and politically it became consolidated
as Moab and Ammon (i Moses xix. 37-38). Abra-
ham himself settled in the west Jordan region, the
Canaan proper (i Moses xiii. 12).
Abraham and his tribal kinsmen were nomads, wan-
dering shepherds, roaming peacefully about the coun-
try ; while the aboriginal inhabitants of the land had
long before attained the higher culture of city life. The
immigrants borrowed their language from the latter,
but at the same time guarded as before the primitive
purity of their pastoral life, and their healthy, naive
natural sense revolted above all against the religion of
the Canaanites.
The religious character of the Canaanites particu-
larly displayed two characteristic manifestations : viz.,
religious obscenity, and infant sacrifice ; Abraham held
aloof from both. In the touching and deeply poetical
story of the intended sacrifice of Isaac, for whom ulti-
mately a ram was substituted, tradition (i Moses xxii.)
has recorded Abraham's positive rejection of infant
sacrifice.
In describing this predominant feature, and in char-
acterizing Abraham as a religious hero, tradition has,
further, correctly interpreted the true state of things.
The work of Moses was not an absolutely new one ; it
is linked to a popular initiative of the past, and there
is no reason for entertaining a d^ubt, when tradition
even in this most specific manifestation of the Israel-
itic popular spirit makes Abraham the patriarch of his
race; although very naturally we now are unable to
prove and ci^rrectly expound in all its details this "faith
of Abraham."
The descendants of Abraham in the West Jordan
region, true to the usage and customs of their fathers,
continued wandering nomads. Being unable to wrest
lands from the superior power of the Canaanites, they
turned their eyes southward to the highland about
Mount Seir, where the primitive tribes of the Horites
both in power and culture stood far below the Canaan-
ites. The main body of the descendants of Abraham,
accordingly, pushed forward toward the south, con-
quered the Horites, and settled down permanently on
Mount Seir as Edoni (i Moses xxxvi. i
; 5 Moses ii.
12-22), and soon effected their national and political
consolidation. Edom thereupon remained in undis-
puted possession of the aforesaid territory.
The remnants of the descendants of Abraham, who
had remained behind in the West Jordan region, would
perhaps have been absorbed by the Canaanites, or
would have been compelled to seek connection with
one of the kindred tribes, if a new and considerable
immigration from the common ancestral home of Ha-
ran had not brought them aid and reinforcements.
This was the Jacobite migration, represented in the
person of Jacob.
It is the merit of Ewald with subtle insight to have
detected in Jacob the "after-comer, " the "loiterer."
Jacob appears as the father of twelve sons ; these
are the twelve tribes into which in historical times the
people of Israel were divided. The twelve tribes again
became subdivided into four groups, by legend per-
sonified in four mothers, two legitimate wives and two
concubines of the patriarch, viz. : a Lea-group, a Ra-
chel-group, a Bilha-group, and a Zilpa-group ; Lea
and Rachel were the more considerable, Bilha and
Zilpa the inferior groups. The Lea-group surpassed
all the others in number and importance, and the
Zilpa division was connected with it
;
yet the Rachel-
group was hardly inferior in power and nobility, and
the Bilha-group closely adhered to the latter.
The legend states that Jacob brought along with
him his eleven sons out of Haran ; only the youngest,
Benjamin, was born in Canaan. Might we also from
this draw certain historical conclusions ? As regards
the rise and growth of the tribes, we are confronted
with the most obscure problems of the prehistoric pe-
riod of the people of Israel, which perhaps never will
be perfectly cleared up. Tradition is only in so far
mcontrovertibly right as it relegates the beginnings of
tribal growth to pre-Egyptian times, while weighty
reasons corroborate the truth of this fact; and we have
likewise to regard as correct, that the tribe of Benja-
min comparatively rather late branched off from that
of Joseph. But nothing more definite than this can b^
asserted.
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Ewald has given expression to a clear hypothesis,
which, in fact, possesses a high degree of probabihty.
He believes that in the Lea-group he can discern the
remnants of the Abrahamic group that remained in
Canaan ; in the Rachel-group the auxiliary reinforce-
ment from Haran, that is, the Jacobite migration :—
a
statement, that asserts much. At all events, the Jacobite
migration certainly did join the remnants of the Abra-
hamic migration that had remained in Canaan, and
henceforth becomes the representative of the entire
national and historical development. The Jacobite
migration, however, entered not only externally but
also spiritually upon the inheritance of Abraham ; the
faith of Abraham passed to Jacob and was perpetuated
in him as the father's noblest legacy.
Yet at an early time there must have arisen con-
tentions among the kindred tribes. Joseph, from
whom Benjamin perhaps had not as yet branched off,
boasting his power and noble pedigree, claimed the
supreme hegemony, but was forced to yield to a coa-
litLon of the other tribes, and went into Egypt where
the rich pasturages of the Asiatic border-land, since
remote antiquity had been the playground of Semitic
nomads. The Lea-tribes at this conjuncture seem to
have attempted to draw the Bilha-tribes, Dan and
Naphtali, into the spheres of their power, the latter sub-
tribes having been deprived of their old support ; and
Reuben, particularly, seems to have intended to do
them violence, (i Moses xxxv. 22); but both those vig-
orous and valiant tribes were able to maintain their in-
dependence, and Reuben himself came out of this con-
tention so severely damaged that henceforth and for
all time to come he lost his "primogeniture," his old
power and tribal prestige (i Moses xlix. 4).
Later there occurred events that forced them all to
emigrate ; but we are, of course, utterly unable to give
a precise account of these events. On this occasion
Joseph wreaked a noble vengeance, hospitably re-
ceiving his brothers in the district in which he had
settled, oblivious of the old injury and only mindful of
the old relationship. And in this manner the sons of
Jacob became inhabitants of the land of Egypt.
At first the Egyptian government seems to have
assumed a well-meaning attitude of neutrality toward
the strangers ; but soon the situation became com-
pletely altered. The Pharaoh Ramses II happened,
at the time, to be involved in a severe conflict with
the populations and' kingdoms of western Asia; Pales-
tine, partly at least, being the theatre of the struggle.
The contest, as regards Egypt, ended, indeed, not in
open defeat nor yet in victory ; the ultimate result be-
ing a peace which nevertheless failed to warrant com-
plete security to either side. The consequence was
that henceforward Ramses naturally began to look with
mistrust upon the foreign population of alien blood
that had settled on the Asiatic border, while at the
same time he happened to be in need of laborers for
his numerous public works. He, accordingly, resorted
to the expedient of pressing into the service of the
State all the Semites who were settled on the eastern
border of Egypt on the isthmus of Suez, and under
strict military supervision compelled them to perform
toilsome villein-service.
Incidentally I may observe, that I am fully aware
of the arguments which have recently been advanced
against the hypothesis that Ramses II, the Sesostris
of the Hellenes, in reality was the Pharaoh of the op-
pression, and his son Merenpta the Pharaoh of the
Exodus. These arguments are well worthy of a most
earnest consideration, but the accepted identification of
both Pharaohs still appears to me as the most satis-
factory.
In this manner, Israel, from free nomads, had been
turned into Egyptian socage-serfs. So long as Ram-
ses, one of the most warlikeof the Pharaohs, wielded
with a strong hand his iron sceptre in Egypt, the op-
pressed Israelites seem reluctantly to have borne up
with their hard fate. But even chains of servitude
availed not to break the stubborn, independent heart
of those proud Bedouins. When the turbulent Ramses
was succeeded by a son very unlike his father, the
people of Israel again took heart. There only lacked
a resolute leader who should guide the latent ferment
to a definite goal; this leader was soon found.
Moses, a Hebrew of the tribe of Levi, had through
a fortunate chance been received into the ruling caste
of Egypt and thus found an opportunity thoroughly to
acquire Egyptian training and culture. But the nat-
ural impulse of his heart drew him toward his own
people ; he preferred to be the brother of these de-
spised serfs rather than live in the enjoyment of
Egyptian splendor and magnificence. His kfeen in-
sight soon discerned that the only way to free his peo-
ple from the iron encompassment of Egyptian for-
tresses and military garrisons lay across the sea into
the heart of the desert. It was a desperate undertak-
ing. He obtained precise information concerning the
topography and the political situation of the neighbor-
ing country, allied himself with kindred Bedouin tribes
of the Arabian desert, and when dreadful scourges and
visitations were terrifying the Egyptians, and had par-
alyzed their efforts, Moses thought the right moment
was at last arrived : his fellow-countrymen with many
other kindred national elements in their train (2 Moses
xii. 38 ; 4 Moses xi. 4) assembled, and forthwith
marched forth from the land of bondage.
By well-devised marches and maneuvers they were
able to deceive the Egyptian guards on the frontier ;
they soon reached the Isthmus of Suez, but there they
were overtaken by a flying corps of Egyptian cavalry.
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Before them the raging sea, behind them their pursuers,
panting for revenge. It was a moment of supreme
anxiety ! A violent northeast wind drove the shallow
waters from the channel, and they marched through
on the dry bottom of the sea into the desert, to freedom.
The pursuing Egyptians were overwhelmed by the re-
treating flood ; but Israel was safe.
The entire highway leading to Canaan being in un-
disputed possession of the Egyptians, and the latter by
treaties with the neighboring kingdoms having stipu-
lated the mutual extradition of all fugitives, Moses
accordingly led his people into the narrow defiles of
Mount Sinai, which were accessible indeed to a band
of wandering nomads but could not be approached by
a large army. Israel tarried for a long time in the
region of Mount Sinai, and in this grandly impressive
mountainous scenery tradition has located the scene of
Moses's greatest work, his religious reorganization of
the people. The entire tradition is agreed to the effect
that Moses was the initiator, pioneer, and creator of
that unique spirit which belonged peculiarly to the
people of Israel, and through which it most radically
differed from other tribes related by speech and de-
scent. There, upon Mount Sinai, Moses gave to Is-
rael its national God Jahve* (this is the original and
correct pronunciation, instead of Jehova), thereby mak-
ing Israel a nation as the people of Jahve. The name
of Jahve, in fact, cannot be explained from the He-
brew tongue, but seertis to have been borrowed from
Sinai ; and, indeed, according to Israelitic tradition,
Moses's adviser and assistant, his father-in-law Jethro,
was a priest of Sinai (2 Moses xviii).
Still, it remains utterly impossible to state precisely
and positively of what the work of Moses really con-
sisted, since—however unwelcome the truth may be
—
not even the ten cornmandments can be regarded as
having "been actually formulated by Moses ; we have
here only an inverted conclusion from effect to cause.
Israel is the only people known to us that never had a
mythology ; not even making the easy step, by way of
complement, of associating a female divinity with the
highest divine being. Jahve's unique nature must ac-
cordingly be a Mosaic idea. Jahve alone is the God
of Israel and this Jahve is the origin and source of all
divine and human law; this must be a thought pecu-
liarly Mosaic. A lofty spiritualization of the divine idea
and, as a direct result of this, a lofty spiritualization of
the Ethos are to be regarded the prominent features of
the Mosaic Jahve faith. We have, moreover, to at-
*The word jfahvc, according to the traditional etymology, -is derived
from the verb hajah, " to live, to exist, to be," and signifies " the being, the
living, the eternal one." So it is explained in "The Idea of God," page 7 and
8. Professor Cornill in a private letter to the editor of this journal, writes :
" My reason for not considering Jahve an original Hebrew word, is founded
upon the fact that hnjnh, in the sense of to be, is not Hebrew. In a word
orginally Hebrew the change of v into j would be difficult to
for."— lin
tribute to Moses the creation of, at least, a very sim-
ple worship; since a religion without worship would be,
with primitive nations, inconceivable. The institution,
also, of a priesthood as the only legitimate mediator
between Jahve and Israel must be Mosaic ; but the
tradition that Moses entrusted his brother Aaron with
this high office has not been found as yet among the
oldest sources.
Sinai, however, was only a station and not the final
goal of the migration. Soon after, the multitudes,
strengthened by their rest, moved onward ; this time to
Kadesh-Barnea in the desert south of Canaan (4 Moses
xiii. 27; XX. I, 14; 5 Moses i. 19, 46; Judges xi. i5,
17). This locality, at least, seemed sufficiently adapted
to receive the permanent colonization of frugal shep-
herds ; it lay beyond the reach of the Egyptian arms,
and yet on the very threshold of the coveted land itself.
Here they might quietly await the development of
things. According to all traces the sojourn in Kadesh
must have been a rather long one. Moses probably
died there. Tradition is constant in regard to the
point that he never personally entered the land of
promise ; in fact, neither he nor any other of the emi-
grants that left Egypt. And this constant tradition is
all the weightier if we recall to mind that here there is
the question of a distance that under normal circum-
stances it would be easy to complete within a fortnight.
An external event finally brought Israel to the goal
of its wishes. The Canaanites, here called Amorites,
under a king called Sihon, made an advance upon the
eastern bank of the Jordan, drove the Moabites and
Ammonites out of the most fertile parts of their terri-
tory and founded a new Amorite kingdom with the
capital of Hesbon (4 Moses xxi. 26). Then they re-
membered their kinsmen in the desert at Kadesh. Moab
and Amnion themselves, perhaps, on this occasion in-
voked the aid of Israel ; at all events they were wel-
come allies, and the youthful and well-husbanded nat-
ural strength of Israel was able to achieve the pro-
posed task: they destroyed the kingdom of Sihon of
Hesbon ; and Israel remained settled in the fruitful
region, and kept for itself the price of war and victory.
Yet soon the fertile valleys and meadows could not
contain the ever-increasing number of men and flocks;
they were urged resistlessly to cross the Jordan. There
seemed to exist every possibilit}' of settling down across
the river. According to all accounts the Canaanites
were scattered in numerous small" isolated territories
without internal connections or mutual sympathy;
moreover their energy had been relaxed by luxurious
habits, and in valor they could not match the impetu-
ous sons of the desert.
Judah was the first to advance (Judges i. 1-20; i
Moses xxxviii. i). He crossed the Jordan and turned
toward the south where the mountain range that later
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bore the name of Judah, with its fruitful slopes excited
his covetousness. Judah doubtless succeeded in gain-
ing a permanent foothold in this region, but only at
the cost of severe losses which were made good by the
amalgamation of Canaanite, Edomitic, and Arabic ele-
ments ; but after a hard and long struggle "the inter-
loper" (Pharez) became the master of "the first be-
gotten" (Zarah) (i Moses xxxviii. 27-30). In the time
of David, when Judah stands in the broad day-light of
history, the Israelitic part of the population is undis-
puted master of the country, and the latter throughout
felt as Israelitic.
The tribes of Simeon and Levi made the second
attempt, which turned out a complete failure. By
means of treason they obtained possession of the
Canaanite City of Schechem, commanding the Mountain
of Ephraim ; but Israel turned shuddering away from
the nefarious deed, and Simeon and Levi were van-
quished by the revenge of the Canaanites (i Mos. xxxiv.
25-30 ; xlix. 5-7). Levi as tribe was entirely exter-
minated, yet later through a most remarkable me-
tamorphosis awoke to a new life as a sacerdotal
caste, and the remnants of Simeon hid with the kind-
red tribe of Judah (Judges i. 3) by which they were
absorbed.
The house of Joseph undertook the third and most
successful expedition. Only Reuben and Gad continued
to dwell in the East-Jordan district ; the other seven
tribes under the leadership of the Ephraimite Josuah
combined in a common campaign against Middle and
Northern Palestine. They gained a firm foothold
in Gilgal on the other side of the Jordan (Josh. iv. and
V.) and from that position they were able to conquer
Jericho (Josh, vi.), Ai (Josh, viii.), and Bethel (Judges i.
22-25). Then at last the Canaanites were aroused
into a determined and general resistance, but at Gibeon
they were an other time defeated by Josuah (Josh., x.)
and thus Israel became the master of all Middle Pa-
lestine. In the north they were again confronted by
a coalition of Canaanites under king Jabin of Hazor ; but
at Lake Merom it was likewise vanquished b}' Joshua.
The conquest of Palestine and the establishment of
the Kingdom of Israel, will be related in a subse-
quent number.
Our religion is geographical, belongs to our time
and sphere ; respects and mythologizes some one time,
and place, and person, and people.
—
Emerson.
Wise on all other topics, men lose their head the
moment they talk of religion. It is the sturdiest
prejudice in the public mind that religion is something
by itself; a department distinct from all other expe-
riences, and to which the tests and judgments men are
read)' enough to show on other things, do not appl3^
— Mtnerson.
THE SITAHARANAM ; OR, THE RAPE OF SITA.
AN EPISODE FROM THE GREAT SANSKRIT EPIC "RAMAYANA."
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY PROF. ALBERT H. GUNLOGSEN.
II.
^IHHI ^^ ^^ OTT q^ JTfT: •
^ Wm\ HMHfcliri f^:?rFT ^^i^lW<l II
f^f¥rt ;[T^^ Hl(Nl HM[^^rr : i
Now Maritcha* forecasting his own death grew per-
plexed at heart, unwilling and trembling with fear ;
but on seeing Ravana determined, he said at last, with
many sighs : I shall go then !
Ravana, the lord of the nightly-roving Rakshas,
grew overjoyed at this determination, and in a hearty
way embracing him, he replied : This generous resolu-
tion is worthy of you, O hero, and now I behold
Maritcha in his true character.
You must now mount with me my swift, easy char-
iot, all studded with precious stones and drawn by
wild asses with Pisatcha-faces.f Then mounting they
at once drove away from the neighborhood of that
hermitage.]: On the way they enjoyed the sight of
pleasant towns and lotus-lakes, mountains, rivers, and
various inhabited regions.
Having at last reached the forest of Dandaka they
descried in the distance the hermitage of Rama.
Then alighting from their swift, easy chariot, bright
with many costly ornaments, Ravana seizing Maritcha
by the hand spoke as follows :
"That yonder, looming up in the distance, is the
hermitage of Rama, surrounded by plantain-trees.
Let us now, O dear friend, set about the work which
brought us hither."
At these words of Ravana Maritcha with great
alacrity at once divested himself of his native form of
Rakshas-fiend, and transformed himself into a golden
stag.
In his disguise he looked the most charming of
created beings, of a shimmering silver hue as if be-
sprinkled with countless glittering drops, playing in
the blended colors of lotus, crystal, and emerald,
with four antlers that seemed of gold, set with precious
stones.
*As told in the introduction. Maritcha is a so-called Raksha-fiend. By the
blond Aryan tribes the aboriginal black tribes of India and the Drawidian
populations of the Deccan in the South were identified with demons, mon-
keys, etc.
t The Pisatchas were a class of evil spirits.
X Namely, the locality in the forest where they happened to be at the time.
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Having assumed this glorious stag-like form, he
kept moving slowly in front of Rama's hermitage.
He novvf well felt that his own life-time was verg-
ing on its last hour. Whether right or wrong, he said
unto himself, " the thing has certainly to be done,
whether for my master's sole profit, or to earn a speedy
heavenly reward. And when I recall to mind the in-
domitable valor of Rama and my own master's per-
emptory commands, it is only meet that I should pre-
fer the latter to my own earthly existence." In this
frame of mind and with the vision of his death before
his eyes, Maritcha endeavored to catch at a high re-
solve, and lingering within the sight of Rama and Sita,
he strove to attract their attention. In this manner
Maritcha approached the formidable Prince Rama, a
hero worthy of his ancestors ; the royal hermit who
had renounced all earthly pleasures, and true to his
vow was treading the path of virtue.
Not far from him Maritcha, the son of Sunda, be-
held the blameless Princess Sita, in her dazzling
beauty like the purple effulgence of the setting sun.
Yet Sita had been the first to perceive him.
(1o be continued:)
LOVE-LONGING.
(See D. G. RossETTi's beautiful sonnet, " Love-Sweetness."
BY LOUIS BELROSE, JR.
Not that the fragrant shadow of her hair
Is on thy face, nor that her hands are wed
A tender lily wreath about thy head,
I'm envious ; nor that her features wear
The love her soft remembering sighs declare :
Not that her bosom's white is turned to red
Beneath thy lips which on her owii had fed ;
—
Not therefore ; no, my lady too is fair.
But because thou hast known that sweeter thing
For want of which my soul finds nothing swe^t
—
-A listener to the song that it would sing.
Because thy spirit, when its pinions beat
The lonesome air "in cloud-girt wayfaring,"
Feels "breath of kindred plumes against its feet.
1S77.
GEMS FROM THE GERMAN.
TRANSLATED BY MARY MORGAN (GOWAN LEa),
JOY AND PAIN.
Two chambers hath the heart ;
Joy dwells in one ;
Pain owns the other part.
Joy rules the present hour ;
Pain is asleep.
Unconscious of her power.
Step lightly, Joy ! Take care
To whisper low
;
If Pain awake beware !
—Hcrm. ,
BY THE SHORE.
What write the waves upon the sand ?
A sad complaint thereon they trace ; —
We come, we go,—an endless race ;
No rest for us upon the land !
I yearn to sail the shining sea ;
My deepest joy and secret hope,
I wrote upon the sandy slope :
The waves have stolen it from me !
— Gottschalk.
WHOSE LIFE IS SORROW.
Whose life is sorrow, and whose sorrow, life
(Perchance, what I experience, may guess) ;
Whose every aim at earthly happiness
Has to succumb before this mortal strife ;
Whose footsteps sinuous labyrinths ensnare.
And when he would return, their portals hide ;
Whom Cupid hath allured unto his side.
In order to provoke a grim despair ;
Unto whom lightning's flash new fears disclose ;
And, from whom, billows of the angry deep
Receding, wipe away all hope of weal ;
Who envieth the dead their dreamless sleep ;
Whom Love can no more mock, nor discompose ;
He understands me,—he feels what I feel.
CORRESPONDENCE.
WHEELBARROW'S ERROR.
To the Editor of The Open Court:—
Wheelbarrow is such a wriggler that it is rather hard to pin
him down, but I think it can be done if The Open Court will
keep its columns open for the single-tax discussion a little longer.
Whatever may be the effect of his adroit rhetorical sleight of-
hand performances upon many of your readers, everything he
writes only serves to make it more apparent to every intelligent
single-taxer that he does not understand the single-tax doctrine.
He has a convenient number of friends whom he brings into the
arena and makes perform illustrative tricks—Tom Clark and the
fellow who threw his boot through the window, and the other fel-
low who stuck the pig—but they all serve to illustrate the one con-
spicuous fact aforesaid, that with all Wheelbarrow's cleverness he
is not clever enough to understand a doctrine that is perfectly
clear to many other persons not half as bright as he.
In his communication, of May 2, he becomes very jocose
over ray calling the single-tax ground-rent, and quotes the follow-
ing passage from Mr, George to prove that it is something more
than ground-rent
:
" Now it is evident that, in order to take for the use of the community the
ivholc income arising from laud, just as e^cctuaily as it could be taken by for-
iiiatly appropriating and letting out tlie land, it is only necessary to abolish,
one after another, all other taxes now levied, and to increase the tax on land-
values till it reaches, as near as may be, ihe/ull annual value of the land."
I have left it just as he italicized it, and I ask any of your
readers to read it again and decide whether it means anything but
ground-rent. To take the fii/l annual value of land is simply
ground-rent, whether it is taken by an individual or the commu-
^ Platen has been compared to j red volcano,
—
Tr,
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nity. It is not to appropriate the land but it is to appropriate the
value of the land "just as effectually as it could be taken by ap-
propriating and /e'////;^' <i;// the land." It is ground-rent. And if,
instead of ridiculing the idea, Wheelbarrow will but reflect upon
it, he will save himself any further exposition of his lamentable
ignorance upon the subject.
As for the practicability of doing the thing which Wheelbar-
row scouts, I have only to say that it is done in your own Chicago
in the case of some land right in the heart of your city, that upon
which your greatest National Bank stands, I think, just as it is
done in New York in the case of the city docks. There is no use
to say a thing cannot be done when it is done.
Wheelbarrow says that under the George system Tom Clark
would be taxed $8 or $10 on his farm. I think friend Tom would
be glad if he only had to pay S8 or Sio a year in taxes. But on
Wheelbarrow's own statement that Tom's farm was worth nothing
above his improvements, I declare that under the George system
he would pay no taxes of any kind. He says, that Tom would be
" evicted " and lose his improvements if some one should over-bid
him. I reply that the fear of eviction was not before the eyes of
the men who built the massive buildings in Chicago upon the city
ground-rent plan.
Wheelbarrow does not know what he is writing about. He
does not understand the George system, and I think before he
writes any more upon the subject, he should inform himself.
When he says that under the George system ' ' the land itself
and not the value of the land " would be sold by the sheriff to sat-
isfy the claims of the tax-collector, he talks nonsense. How can
land which is taxed by the government up to its full rental value have
any selling value ?
Wheelbarrow says:
" If Mr. George left the key to his problem in the hands of
any man, he left it in the hands of Mr. Pentecost."
Your readers here have Wheelbarrow's word for it that if
anyone knows what Georgeism is, I do. Very well. There can
be no doubt then that I know what I am talking about upon this
subject. I ought, therefore, to be a good judge of another's knowl-
edge upon the same subject, and I say to the readers of The
Open Court that Wheelbarrow's arguments concerning the single-
tax should have no weight with them because he does not under-
stand the subject.
Allow me to repeat that the single-tax means simply the pay-
ment of ground rent and nothing else into the public treasury. As
to whether this would be a heavier burden to the farmer than he
now bears, any farmer can decide for himself by calculating what
his land is worth -without improvements, estimating what a tax of
four or five per cent, on that amount would be and comparing the
sum with what he now pays in all other taxes, including internal
revenues, tariffs, and the interest on the mortgage that is probably
en his farm.
. If Wheelbarrow were not so given to " high-jinks" in his writ-
ings upon this subject, if he were not so happy in the light and airy
way in which he dances around it, if he were a dull man, it would
not be necessary to "jump on " him. But for his own sake as well
as for the sake of many of his readers there is nothing to be done
but to advise him plainly to study the subject further before he
attempts to instruct others upon it.
I might take up some other points in his paper, but what is
the use ? In the next article Wheelbarrow would simply prance
into the ring and pull yards of pretty paper out of his mouth,
followed by colored fire. But on the pretty paper nothing relevant
would be written and from the fire would come no light upon the
theme.
New York. Hugh O. Pentecost.
THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.
CHAPTER XXXV. — Continued.
The Sovereign looked gloomily before him.
" I shall not use the subterfuges that you put into
the mouth of a master of a Court, for I feel at this
moment, deeply and passionately like you, that an in-
jury has been done your honor. I have only one ex-
cuse," he continued, with passion : "you came here as
stranger to us, and I little thought what a treasure
lay concealed near me. Since that, in our slight inter-
course, you have awakened in me a feeling to which
I yield irresistibly. It is seldom permitted me by fate
to say undisguisedly what I feel. I disdain to use the
impassioned language of a youth, for I do not wish
to disquiet you. But do not think that I feel less
strongly towards you because I know how to conceal
my emotion."
Use stood in the middle of the room, and a burning
color rose to her cheeks.
"I beg your Highness not to say another word, for
it is not right that I should listen to you."
The Sovereign laughed bitterly.
" I have already wounded you, and you quickly
make it plain that I labored under an illusion when I
hoped for your affection. And yet I am so completely
your slave, that I beg of you not to refuse your sym-
pathy to a passion which glows so warmly within
me, that it has at this moment entirely deprived me
of my self-control."
Use gasped:
" I must away from here."
"Renounce that idea," cried the Sovereign, beside
himself. " I cannot be deprived of your presence or
of the sound of your voice. However slightly it may
gladden me, it is the happiness of my days—the one
great feeling in a life without pleasure or love. The
knowledge that you are near me maintains me in my
struggle against thoughts that stupefy me in gloomy
hours. Like the devout pilgrim who listens to the
bell of the hermitage, I listen to the slightest chord
that vibrates from your life into mine. Consent to
accept the devotion of a lonely man," he continued,
more tranquilly. " I vow never more to wound your
delicate feelings. I vow to be contented with that
share of 3'our life which you will freely give me."
" I repent of every word that I have spoken to your
Highness, and I repent of every hour in which I have
thought with reverence of you," e.xlaimed Use, with
kindling anger. "I was a poor trusting child," she
continued, excitedly. " I bowed submissively to my
Sovereign before I saw him as he is; now that I know
* Translation copyrighted.
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him, he excites abhorrence in me, and I gather up my
garment and say, Monster, begone from me ! "
The Sovereign fell back in his chair.
" It is an old curse that echoes in my ears from
these walls; it is not your own heart that drives me
from you. From your lips should only come words of
love and compassion. I am not a tempter, I am my-
self a wanderer in the wilderness, with nothing about
me but desert sand and towering rocks. I hear the
laughter of children ; I see the fair-haired group
passing by me ; I see two eyes fixed on me with
kindly greeting, and a hand, with the filled cup, which
beckons to the weary one ; and, like a vision of mist,
it has all disappeared. I remain alone, and I sink to
my destruction."
He closed his hands over his eyes. Use did not
reply. She stood, turned from him, looking through
"the window at the clouds which flitted across the
heaven.
All was quiet in the room. Nothing moved, and
no one spoke. At last the Sovereign rose slowly : he
approached Use. There was a glassy look in his eye,
and he moved with effort.
" If I have wounded you by what I have said in a
moment of overwhelming passion, forget it. I have
proved to you that I am not yet free from the weak-
ness that hopes to gain a heart which would beat in
unison with mine. Remember only that I am an erring
one who sought comfort from you. It was an humiliat-
ing request : if you cannot respond to it, do not be
angry with the wretched one who asks."
He gazed on her with a long, protracted look of
burning passion, deadly, wounded pride, and something
more, that inspired her with terror, but she looked him
firmly and rigidly in the face. He raised a warning
finger, and left the room.
She listened to his tread as he went away, marked
every step as he descended, and when he closed the
house-door, pulled the bell.
Gabriel, who was standing in the anteroom, entered
quickly.
" I wish to go away from here," exclaimed Use.
"Whereto, Mrs. Werner?" asked the frightened
servant.
"Where to? " echoed in Use's ears.
" To my husband," she said ; but, as if listening to
her own words, she shuddered. He also was in a
house of the Sovereign. He was with the daughter
of the wicked man. He himself was not safe there
—
his wife would not be safe with him. Where to ? The
question whirled in her head. The son of the cruel
man was with her father, so she must not go home
;
her neighbour had said so. She sank her head as if
stunned. A feeling of helplessness lay like a dead
weight upon her ; but she raised herself again, and
approached Gabriel. " I will leave this city to-day
—
at once."
The servant wrung his hands.
" I knew it would come to this," he exclaimed.
"You knew it," asked Use, gloomily ; "and neither
I nor my husband did? Was it seen to every passer-
by, and yet a secret to him and me ?"
" I noticed that there was something about this
place that seemed uncanny," answered Gabriel, "and
that no one trusted the distinguished gentleman who
just now left. How could I tell you what seemed only
my foolish fancy?"
" It is not well to pay too little attention to people's
talk," replied Use ; " I wish to go to some place where
I can find a woman, Gabriel. Get a carriage for me
immediately, and accompany me to Mrs. Rollmaus.
We will leave everything here, and you must return
to the house, that you may be on the spot when my
husband comes back."
"Where shall I get a carriage?" asked Gabriel,
hesitatingly.
" From the city, and not from the castle stable."
Gabriel stood and reflected. At last he said, ab-
ruptly :
" I shall go ; be careful to prevent the lackey from
learning that you are preparing for a journey."
" No one shall know it," said Use.
Gabriel hastened away, and Use locked the door
and flew into the next room. There she collected all
that was indispensable for the journey. She closed
all the cupboards and wardrobes, and put the keys in
a bunch. " When Felix comes, he shall not say I ran
away unthinkingly." She went to his writing-table,
and sealed up the letters in a packet. " So that no
curious ej'e can look upon you," she said. When she
packed up the letters of the children and her own
answers, a shudder came over her, and she concealed
the bundle rapidly beneath other papers. She was ready,
and Gabriel had not yet returned. He seemed to
linger long. With firm steps she went through the
rooms. " You have grown more strange to me the
longer I have dwelt here. What has become of the
brilliant impression of the first evening?' It was a
cold splendor, hostile to mj' life. I would gladly root
up every recollection of it from my soul." She placed
herself on the spot where, in the night, she had looked
on her sleeping husband. "That was m}' last sor-
rowful look at his dear face ; when shall I see it again ?
I go from you, Felix ; who would have thought it when
we stood together before the altar? I leave you be-
hind among wicked men
;
you also in danger, and I
go away alone, to seek safety for myself far from you.
Who would have said some days ago that I should
have marked him a liar to his face ? I go, Felix, in
order to save myself for you. Think of that, and do
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not be angry with me. I would not have gone for less
cause." She sank down on a cushion, and wrung her
hands with tearless sorrow. She lay for a long time
in this condition. At last there was a knocking at the
outer door. She jumped up and opened it, but she
drew back terrified when she beheld the pale coun-
tenance of her faithful servant.
" I have not ordered a carriage," said Gabriel, "for
it would be of no use."
"What do you mean ? " asked Use, angrily.
"Any carriage that went from here would not take
Mrs. Werner where she wishes, but only where another
wishes."
" Then we will go ourselves, and take a vehicle in
the cit}^"
"Wherever we go," replied Gabriel, "we shall be
obser^red, and if I attempt to call a carriage it will be
taken from us."
"You are frightened yourself, Gabriel, and see
danger where none exists," replied Use, annoyed.
" If we could only get an honest man to take you
to Mrs. Rollmaus," continued Gabriel ; " but it is
doubtful whether you could get there. Do you see
that man below by the castle ? He goes slowly as if he
were taking a walk, but he never turns his eyes from
this house. That is one of our spies, and he is not the
only one."
"Who has told }'0u that? " asked Use.
•
' I have a good friend here who belongs to the
castle," replied Gabriel, hesitating. " Do not be angry,
Mrs. Werner, that I asked him, for he knows all their
tricks. It is possible, he said that we may succeed ;
for one cannot assume that all the people of the city
are robbers or deceivers, but it is uncertain and dan-
gerous."
Use seized her hat and cloak.
"I am going, Gabriel," she said, quietly. "Will
you accompany me?"
" Dear Mrs. Werner, wherever you wish," answered
Gabriel. "But first listen to my proposal. My ac-
quaintance thinks that the safest way would be, if the
Crown Inspector should fetch you himself in the even-
ing. The evenings are dark, and you may then per-
haps be able to leave the house without the lackey or
any one else remarking it."
"A prisoner!" exclaimed Use. "Who is your
acquaintance? " she asked, looking sharply at Gabriel.
" He is true as gold," Gabriel assured her, "and
I will willingly tell you later, but I beg you not to ask
me to-day, for he has desired, for his own safety, that
no one should be told."
" I trust in your faithfulness," replied Use, coldl}^;
" but you yourself may be deceived; I will not follow
the advice of a stranger."
" He has offered me ahorse," said Gabriel, it is
outside the city. If you will give me a line to the Crown
Inspector, I will ride there and bring the carriage in
good time.
"
Use looked gloomily at the servant.
"Many hours riiust pass away, and I will not remain
here alone. I will go on foot along the high road to
my friends.
"
"Look, Mrs. Werner, at the sky; a storm is com-
ing."
" I do not care for it," exclaimed Use; " it is not
the first time I shall have gone through the rain. If
you do not choose to accompany me, you may wait
here for my husband, and tell him that I have gone
away to my home, and when I am with good people I
will write to him.
"
Gabriel wrung his hands ; Use put on her cloak.
Suddenly loud altercation was heard on the floor
below. Gabriel hastily opened the door; the bass voice
of a stranger was scolding the lackey vehemently :
"But I tell you I am not the man who will allow
the door to be shut in his face; she is at home, I say."
Use threw off her hat and cloak, sprang down the
stairs, and called out.
"Mr. Hummel! "
" Your most obedient servant, Mrs. Werner," cried
out Hummel. "I come immediately, only I will first
express to this major-domo my high opinion of him.
You are a scoundrel, sir, and an object to whom I
wish such treatment as he deserves—a well-seasoned
switch and a tight halter. I am coming, Mrs. Werner."
He ascended the stairs heavily. Use flew to meet him,
led him into her room, and was so overcome that she
laid her head on his shoulder and wept.
Mr. Hummel was silent, and looked sympathizingly
at Use.
" So these are Court ways?" he asked, softl)' ; " and
this is the fashion in which people act here?"
" My husband is away. I wish to leave this place ;
Mr. Hummel, do help me to escape ! "
"That is exactly my situation," said Mr. Hummel:
"I am implicated, myself, in an elopement affair. I
have come to this city in order to convey to you a
request from my daughter Laura, and to bring matters
to some settlement with the clergymen here. But
where do you wish to go to ? "
" To kind friends who will take me to my father's
house."
"That will certainly be the right course," replied
Mr. Hummel.
••In times of despair, when everything totters in
the world, the child should go back to the father. His
faithfulness remains ; she is twenty years old before
that of the husband begins. As your father is not
here, allow one who knows what it is to feel anxious
about a child to take the place of a father to 3-ou."
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Use clung to him : Mr. Hummel pressed her hand,
after his fashion, tenderly ; but it was a hard press-
ure.
" Now for composure and cool blood. It can be no
small matter which moves j'ou so strongly. I will not
leave you until I see you well protected." He looked
at Gabriel, who made him a sign. "Do not trouble
j'ourself further in the matter. Be quietly seated, and
allow me to confer with Gabriel. I will take care of
everything for you, and I shall answer for everything."
Use looked at him thankfully and seated herself
obediently. Mr. Hummel beckoned Gabriel into the
next room.
" What has happened here ? " he asked.
" The master has gone awaj' for a few days ; mean-
while Mrs. Werner has been treated in an unseemly
way
;
great wickedness is carried on here, and they
will not let her go."
"Not let ni}' lodger go?" cried Mr. Hummel;
" ridiculous ! I have a passport to Paris in my pocket,
Ave v/ill skip over this country like grasshoppers. I will
fetch a conveyance immediately."
Gabriel shook his head. The confidants again con-
ferred together. Mr. Hummel came back and said,
with greater seriousness, to Use :
" Now I must beg of you to write a few lines to the
Crown Inspector—to the husband, not to his wife,
otherwise there would be confusion. You must request
him, immediately after the receipt of this letter, if he is
willing to do a great kindness, to come here in a closed
carriage, to stop in the suburb, at the Black Bear ; and
he must not leave his carriage. Nothing further. This
letter Gabriel will convey to him. How he does so is
his affair, not ours ; if he chooses to fly, like this
ambiguous genius on the ceiling, who has forgotten
its overcoat, it will be so much the better. Now the
letter is written, forgive me if I read it. All right and
accurate—away, Gabriel, quickly. When you have
passed the castle, then make speed : till then, act like
a composed philanthropist. I will allow you to whistle
my Dessauer, if you can. If they ask 3'ou any questions,
say you are attending to some business for me."
Gabriel hastened away. Mr. Hummel placed his
chair in front of Use, and looked at his watch.
"You will have to wait five hours for the carriage
if all goes right. Meanwhile you must bear my com-
pany, I will not leave the house without you. Do not
be troubled at the delay. I am glad of it ; for I wish
to speak with j'ou as with an honorable woman, to
whom I can take off my hat with true respect, con-
cerning my own affairs, which I have much at heart.
We have time enough for it. I have also brought
some papers to the Professor ; they are of little im-
portance, but I will lay them on the table, and we
shall ^it oposite each other like people of business.
Then I should be glad if you would give that Judas in
the servants' chamber a few instructions for me.
Have the goodness also to take everything awa)' that
might lead him to suppose that you and I were going
to elope."
Use looked round her, undecided.
"What shall I say to the man, Mr. Hummel? "
"You are so good a housewife," replied Hummel,
politely, "that I can leave entirely to you to deci_de
what you will provide for me. I have been travelling
the whole day," and he made a significant gesture
towards his waistcoat.
"Use jumped up ; in spite of all her anxieties, she
could not help laughing, and said :
" Forgive me, Mr. Hummel."
"That is the right frame of mind," replied Hum-
mel ; "there is no better remedy for tragic spirits
than a well spread table. I beg, therefore that you will
send not only for one plate, but for two. I could not
eat if you were looking on. Believe me, Mrs. Werner,
the noblest feelings are not to be depended on if an
honest piece of bread and butter is not impressed on
them as a stamp. It makes people calm and firm—
and }'ou will have occasion for these virtues to-da)'.
"
Use rang the bell.
" If the knave appears," proceeded Mr. Hummel,
"mention to him my name and my firm. I do not
generally travel incognito, and I wish not to be looked
upon as a mystery here."
The lackey appeared. Use gave him orders to
fetch the necessary refreshment, and asked him how
it was he had denied her dear landlord admit-
tance.
The man stammered an excuse, and went awa}*
hastily.
"When I came to the house I was aware that all
was not right here. I asked after you at the castle
and received no satisfactory answer. I asked a man
at the back of the castle who was wandering about,
which was your house. He looked at me like a cross-
bill. You were travelling, he declared, and he tried
to discover my secret. Thereupon there was a short
conversation, in which cross-bill showed his spite be-
cause I in ignorance called him by his proper title of
spy. The sentinel came up at this, and I saw that
these jovial comrades had a great mind to arrest me.
Then a young gentleman appeared, who asked the
other the cause of the disturbance, and said he
knew that you were at home. He accompanied me
up to this house, asked my name politely, told me also
his own, Lieutenant Treeclimber, and advised me not
to be frightened away, that the servants were insolent,
but that you would be rejoiced to see an old friend.




Virgil's Aeneid : The First Six Books Translated into English
Rhyme. Henry Hamilton. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons.
"The differences in the two languages," says Mr. Hamilton,
in the preface to his translation, " render it impossible for many
of the beauties of the Latin to be reproduced in our own tongue"
Mr. Hamilton has therefore chosen to present, so far as possible,
the spirit of the original " by resort not to the same, but equiva-
lent expedients." Thus, by the frequent employment of allitera-
tion, Mr. Hamilton seeks to produce the same effect that a dif-
ferent metre and a different artifice, or perhaps the same artifice,
produced in the original. We instance the passage where, in Book
I. Juno repairs to the retreat of Aeolus and his winds ; where the
God of blasts binds his turbulent servants with heavy chains ;
where, unwilling, as Mr. Hamilton translates,
"AVitli rumbling rage round the rough rocks they roar."
//// indignantes tnagno cum viunnure tnontis.
The well-known line, tant^cne animis ccclestibus iric? Mr. Ham-
ilton renders
:
* Within celestial minds is such ^erce yhry /bund ? "
Mr. Hamilton has adopted an expedient, highly calculated to
impart variety and charm to his translation, of changing the
measure of the verse with each recurring speaker. By this means,
the characters of the poem acquire individuality ; the metre is
r:daptable to the caste of mind and the manner of expression pe-
cuh'ar to each.' In most instances the choice of measure has been
a fortunate one, comporting with the tone of utterance and the
circumstances of address. We may quote, as illustrative of Mr.
Hamilton's skill and careful versification, the following few lines,
introductory to the description of the memorable chase :
" Meantime Aurora's steeds from ocean rise.
And breathe the morning; beams along the skies ;
Forth from the gates the chosen band appears
With toils and meshes and broad-pointed spears.
While hounds keen-scented, and Massylian horse,
And brawny huntsmen, range in royal force.
The Punic nobles at the portal wait
The queen, who at her toilet lingers late ;
In gold and purple trapping stands her steed.
And champs the foaming bit impatient to be freed.
At length she comes, by a long train attended,
Clad in a chlamys of Sidonian kind ;
A golden quiver on her back is bended.
In golden knots her tresses are confined,
And her purpureal robes do golden buckles bind.
Sprightly lulus and the Trojan bands
Join the bright conc'ave ; while .-Eneas stands
Towering in manly beauty half divine,
Or mingling gaily with the moving line.
As when Apollo leaves the Lycian lands
And Xanthic floods bound up in wintry bands.
To see again his native Delian isle
And lead anew the choral dance, the while
Cretan and Dryop chant his shrine around.
And painted Agathyrsians swell the sound
:
Himself along the lofty Cynthian height
Majestic moves, his floating tresses bright
Crowning with leafy wreath, or with fine gold
Pausing his loosened locks to interfold,
While his darts rattle on his shoulders : so.
Not less full pulsing doth jEneas go.
And such grace mantles o'er his noble mien.
Soon pathless lairs and mountain heights are seen.
And lo ! from craggy cliffs wild goats down-leap.
Yet in their flight the rocks and ridges keep ;
While stags o'etscour the plains in headlong course.
Fleeing the mounts to join their dusty force.
Ascanius gallops on with rising joy :
Now these, now those, outrides the daring boy.
Wishing a foaming boar might cross his way,
Or tawny lion offer mightier prey."
We have chosen at random. The work has many passages
that indicate marked poetical talent and a scholarly adherence to
the original. Undoub'edly the translation of i\Ir. Hamilton will
find favor among English readers of the great Roman poet.
Early in June, Longmans, Green, & Co. will issue in New
York the first number of The Xeto Review, an English monthly
started by Mr. Archibald Grove, a young Oxford man. Three
Americans, Lady Randolph Churchill, Mr. Henry George, and
Mr. Henry James are among the contributors to the first number.
"Protestantism in the Middle Ages, " (Le Protestantisme an
A/oycn Age), is the title of a discourse by M. E. Doumergue, held
at the Montauban commencement, 18SS-S9. M. Doumergue is a
fervent, faithful theologian. His sketch is spirited, and replete
with forcible rhetorical turns.
"The Objects of the Science of Ethnology," [Die Ziele der
Etiinologie], a lecture held by Dr. Franz Boas, before the German
Gesselig-Wissenschaftlicher 'Verein, of New York City, is a review
of the present state and purposes of ethnological research. The
study is comparatively recent, yet its acquisitions— the results of
the enthusiastic labors of Tyler, Bastian, Morgan, Bachofen, and
others—have already exerted a marked effect upon the course of
modern thought. Ethnology bids fair to be the foundation of all
sociological and comparative science. (H. Barlsch, 87 Frankfort
Street, New York.)
NOTES.
Dr. Cams will sail for Europe on May 25 , to return in August
.
During his absence, the editorial management of The Open Court
will be conducted by Mr. Thomas J. McCormack.
We have heard with deep regret of the death of Dr. Samuel
Hirsch. His life has been one of active religious effort, and his
career one of marked distinction.
The essay of Mr. Moncure D. Conway upon " The Transient
and Permanent in Theodore Parker " will be followed by two
others upon the same subject.
Ludwig Noire, the eminent German philologist, whose con-
spicuous services in the province of philosophy and linguistic sci-
ence have won him merited scientific renown, died at his home in
Mayence, in the latter part of March.
Emerson was eminently monistic. "Once," he says, "men
thought spirit divine and matter diabolic : one Ormuzd, the other
Ahriraan. Now science and philosophy recognize the parallelism,
the approximation, the unity of the two : how each reflects the
other as face answers to face in a glass : nay, how the laws of both
are one, or how one is the realization."
As an appropriate accompaniment to Prof. Gunlogsen's prose
adaptation of the Sanskrit poem "The Sitaharanam," the second
chapter of which is published in the present issue of The Open
Cox;rt, we have reproduced and printed the opening lines of the epi-
sode in the original Sanskrit characters. The Devanagari alphabet--
that in which Sanskrit is written— is supposed by many Oriental
scholars to be of Semitic origin. It was not emplo)ied in India
until the time of king Acoka
—
probably about the seventh century
before Christ.
Simultaneously with the publication of this week's Open
Court, will appear a new work by Dr. Paul Carus, entitled,
"Fundamental Problems. The Method of Philosophy as a Sys-
tematic Arrangement of Knowledge." The work is, in main, an
amplification of the series of philosophical essays which during the
past two years appeared in the editorial columns of The Open
Court. The important additions that have been made, the re-
arrangement of the subject-matter showing the progressive and
constructive character of the method, and an exhaustive index,
will render the volume a valuable companion-book to readers of
The Open Court.
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OPEN COURT CLUBBING RATES.
The following rates are offered to all who wish
to subscribe for The Open Court and any one of
the magazines in the list subjoined. If more than
one be desired, they may be obtained through our
office at the price stated in the first column, allow-
ing a discount of lo per cent on all orders amount-
ing to Sio.oo and over. Each periodical sent with
The Open Court for the price stated in the second
column. Money must accompany all orders.
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